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Abstract. The diffusion tensor model has been used to analyze magnetic resonance diffusion
data and has been successful in both neuroscientific and clinical applications. We propose an
enhancement of this model with a local connectivity parameter that better accords with the
known structure of white-matter. In addition to providing diffusion tensor parameter estimation
the calculation provides the probability that a given pixel is connected to one of its nearest
neighbors. These probabilities can be used in further calculations to determine the probability of
connectivity between different brain regions. Implementation of the algorithm is discussed in
addition to its usage in simulated and in-vivo magnetic resonance diffusion tensor data.
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INTRODUCTION
Diffusion, the random thermal motion of microscopic particles, has been of great
scientific interest ever since its initial description in 1827 by Robert Brown (hence the
term “Brownian motion”). He observed this motion while using a microscope to
examine a collection of pollen particles floating in a water droplet. Stejskal and
Tanner [1] first proposed a method to measure diffusion in liquid samples early in the
development of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and this was later applied to
magnetic resonance (MR) imaging by Le Bihan et al. [2, 3]. The clinical use of
diffusion imaging expanded rapidly after its sensitivity to the early detection of stroke
was demonstrated [4-7].
When diffusion occurs in an isotropic medium, it is uniform in all directions and
well described by a single diffusion parameter. Visually, this can be understood as the
spherical diffusive spread of a small drop of dye in a uniform media. In biological
tissue, diffusion displacements are hindered unevenly in three-dimensional (3D) space
by cell membranes and other sub-cellular constituents. This uneven diffusion can be
quantified and is termed diffusion anisotropy. It is especially prominent in tissue with
a regular structural organization, such as nerve or muscle fibers. Visually, the
diffusive spread of a drop of dye in this medium will form a 3D ellipsoidal shape. The
dye will spread a greater distance along the direction of the nerve fibers, but will be
relatively restricted in the direction perpendicular to them [8-11].

The use of the diffusion tensor (DT) model to describe the anisotropic 3D diffusive
spread of water in the brain as measured with MR was first proposed by Basser et al.
[12]. This model relies on a symmetric 3x3 diffusion matrix which represents the size
of the diffusion coefficient in different directions in space as a 3D ellipsoid. In
practice seven parameters are estimated for each image pixel from numerous MR
diffusion measurements, each sensitized to diffusion to a different degree and in a
different direction. In MR imaging the sensitization to diffusion is achieved by
turning on a pair of pulsed magnetic field gradients. The first gradient pulse tags the
proton spins by causing them to precess rapidly and increase the phase shifts across
the image. The second gradient pulse is turned on in the opposite direction to the first
and unwinds the phase shifts caused by the first pulse. Any proton that diffuses away
from its original position during the interval between the gradient pulses will not
completely re-phase and will cause signal loss in the image. The amount of signal loss
in the diffusion image as compared to the original image gives an estimate of the
diffusion in the direction of the pulsed gradients.
The estimated parameters can be understood as three diffusion coefficients along
the axes of the ellipsoid (diffusion eigenvalues) and three angles that represent the
direction of the ellipsoid in space. In equation form, the signal S is a function of a
gradient vector q = γGδ (G the gradient vector, γ the gyromagnetic ratio for protons, δ
the gradient width) and can be expressed as
S (q ) = S (0) exp − ΔqDq T + C
(1)
in which S(0) is the baseline signal with gradients turned off, Δ is the inter-gradient
delay, and D is a symmetric 3x3 diffusion matrix. The diffusion matrix can be
specified in term of its eigenvalues, λ1, λ 2, λ 3, and three rotation angles, φ, θ, ψ, as
seen in the relationship
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where R is a 3x3 rotation matrix. The constant C represents a component of the signal
that arises from highly constrained water molecules, and has been found to improve
the representation of the data [13, 14]. Estimation of S(0), C, the three rotation angles,
and the three eigenvalues provides for eight adjustable parameters in this model.
Standard analysis of data using the DTI formalism makes the assumption that each
pixel is an independent diffusion compartment and that the diffusion follows the
Gaussian model, i.e. the solution of the diffusion equation represents the probability of
a water molecule diffusing as a Gaussian function of the displacement distance.
Brain connectivity, defined as the anatomical and functional (white-matter)
connections between the computational units (gray-matter) of the brain is of great
interest to neuroscientists and physicians. In the past connectivity information was
limited and only available from human pathological specimens and from invasive
studies, usually in non-human primates. Given the sensitivity of DT imaging to the
local direction of nerve fiber bundles it has the potential to provide information on
brain connectivity in a non-invasive manner. Many approaches have been used to
derive connectivity information from DT data [15-17] and some have made good use
of Bayesian probability theory to estimate the model parameters [15]; however most

of these attempts have solved each pixel independently of its neighbors. In this project
we extend the standard DT model by including a local connectivity parameter, Λ, and
then use Bayesian probability theory to compute the probability that a given pixel is
connected to its neighbors. Although introducing this connectivity parameter
complicates the parameter estimation, this provides a more accurate model of the
structure of the brain since it is known that nerve fiber bundles can extend across long
distances in the brain, well over the dimension of a single imaging pixel. By adding
the connectivity parameter we include in the model our prior anatomic information of
the structure of the brain, information that is ignored by models that treat each pixel
independently.

METHODS
Bayesian Inference and Markov chain Monte Carlo
Unlike the simple case of estimating the DT parameters for each pixel separately,
the addition of the connectivity parameter creates a global problem of estimation
where each pixel depends on the parameters of its neighbors. Each pixel has nine
parameters to be determined, six (3 eigenvalues and 3 angles) from the diffusion
tensor (D, in bold), the baseline signal of the measurement, S(0), the additive constant
C, and the connectivity parameter, Λ. We express the DT parameters for pixel i as Ωi:
(3)
Ω i = {λ1i , λ 2 i , λ3i , ϕ i , θ i ,ψ i , S i (0 ), C i , Λ ij },
where Λij is the connectivity parameter for pixel i, and j specifies its 26 nearest
neighbors (the neighbors to a pixel are contained in a 3x3x3 cube surrounding it). The
total parameter space (Ω) includes the entire N pixels in the image:
Ω = {Ω1 , Ω 2 , Ω 3 ,K, Ω N }
(4)
The probability for the DT parameters given the data (D, italicized, not to be
confused with the diffusion tensor, D, represented in bold), and relevant background
information I is expressed in terms of Bayes’ theorem [18] as
P(Ω DI ) ∝ P(D ΩI )P(Ω I )
(5)
where P(D|ΩI) is the direct probability for the data given the model parameters, and
P(Ω|I) is the prior probability for the model parameters. We factor this expression:
N

P (Ω DI ) = ∏ P (Di Ω i I )P (Ω i I ).

(6)
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The prior probability for the parameters in a given pixel, P(Ωi|I), can be factored using
the product rule and logical independence into a series of eight prior probabilities:
P(Ω i I ) ∝ P(λ1i I )P(λ2i I )P(λ3i I )P(ϕ i I )P(θ i I )K P(Λ ij I ).
(7)
The rotation angles were assigned uniform prior probabilities. The remaining
parameters (with the exception of the connectivity parameter) were assigned Gaussian
prior probabilities bounded by an appropriate physiologic range.
The connectivity parameter does not appear in the DT model, consequently in this
calculation it appears only in the prior probabilities. The preference for connectivity is

indicated by the prior probability of Λij, which we expressed as the probability that a
water molecule will diffuse from the central pixel to a neighboring pixel along a line
connecting the two. According to the DT model the probability for a water molecule
to travel a distance r, can be represented as a Gaussian function. An accurate
calculation would require a path integral but we approximate the probability of
diffusion across adjacent pixels as the product of two Gaussian distributions, one from
the ith pixel, representing the first half of the motion of the water molecule, and the
second from the neighboring pixel, representing the second half. If rij expresses the
distance between the two pixels, Δ is the inter-gradient delay, and Di and Dj the
diffusion tensors of the two pixels, the prior probability can be patterned after the real
probability as:
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with w being an adjustable weighting factor.
The direct probability for the data, given the DTI measurements in a given pixel,
P(Di|ΩiI), is a marginal probability when the standard deviation, σi, was removed
using the sum and product rules:
P (Di Ω i I ) = ∫ P (σ i Di Ω i I )dσ i ∝ ∫ P (σ i I )P (Di σ i Ω i I )dσ i .
(9)
Although the standard deviation of the noise is fairly uniform in the central portion of
the image it has a strong dependence on position toward the periphery. Consequently,
we assume a different σi for each pixel in the image. Assigning a Jeffreys’ prior
probability for P(σi|I) and assigning the direct probability for the data, P(Di|σiΩiI),
using a Gaussian, the marginal probability for the data, P(Di|ΩiI), may be written as:
−M / 2
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(10)
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resulting in the Student’s t-distribution, where M is the number of data points per pixel
and Qi is the total square residual given by:
M

Qi = ∑ (E ik − S i (q k ))
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(11)
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with Ei being the experimental diffusion measurements.
Substituting Eq. [7] and Eq. [10] into Eq. [6] results in an expression for the
posterior probability for all of the parameters with only the prior P(Λij|I) linking each
pixel i to its neighbors. The joint posterior probability for all of the parameters was
sampled using a Metropolis-Hastings Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation with
simulated annealing [19, 20].
Introducing the connectivity parameter complicates the parameter estimation
because each pixel is dependent, via the connectivity prior, on the parameter values of
its neighbors. When performing the calculations on a parallel processor it is important
to insure that the neighboring pixels do not change while the estimation of the ith pixel
is underway. We implemented this calculation by an iterative scheme that is
analogous in 1-dimension to doing all the even pixels first and then returning to do the
odd pixels. In 3D this requires 8 separate passes through the data to cover all the
pixels in the sample once.

Simulated and Experimental Data
The algorithm was tested using a small simulated data set that was 3x3x3 pixels in
size. This provided us with a single pixel and its 26 immediate nearest neighbors.
The initial data values in the 27 pixels were set to simple examples with known
answers to test the algorithm under different circumstances. From the known preset
values of the parameters we generated the results that would be measured in a typical
MR experiment with the addition of Gaussian noise.
The algorithm was then applied to a single slice of DT measurements performed on
a 1.5T Siemens Sonata scanner (Erlangen, Germany) in a normal volunteer. In
addition to anatomic T1- and T2-weighted images the DT data was acquired using a
locally modified echo planar imaging sequence in 37 directions with 3 separate
gradients strengths (b-value = 400-1200s/mm2, TE = 113ms, TR = 7s). All data
processing was done using a locally written software package.

RESULTS
Figure 1A represents the probability distribution for the connectivity parameter in a
simulated experiment with a single fiber passing through the sample volume. All the
neighboring pixels in these cases have the same anisotropy and are pointing in the
same direction as the central pixel. The highest connectivity is seen with the two
neighboring pixels that are pointed to by the fiber direction (coded as directions 10
and 16 in this case). The change in the connectivity parameter with a change in
anisotropy (=0.15, 0.30, and 0.7) is demonstrated in the figure, giving the expected
increase in the probability along the preferred directions with increased anisotropy.
These values of anisotropy were selected to represent the typical range of anisotropy
values in the brain, from dense white matter (0.7) to just above gray matter (0.15).
Figure 1B represents the probability distribution for the connectivity parameter in a
simulated experiment with two crossing fibers passing through the sample volume.
Resolving crossing fibers represents one of the major challenges with current methods
for estimating brain connectivity. In this case the highest connectivity is seen with
four neighboring pixels (coded as directions 10, 12, 14, and 16), two for each one of
the fiber directions. The change in the connectivity parameter is also demonstrated
with a change in the anisotropy, again demonstrating the expected increase in the
connection probability along the preferred directions with an increase in anisotropy.
Figure 2 presents the results from applying the model to a data set acquired from
the brain of a healthy volunteer. The image on the left is an anisotropy image of a
coronal section, approximately in the middle of the brain. The bright regions in the
image are of areas of white matter with high anisotropy, and the darker regions are of
gray matter with low anisotropy. The marked white square on the left has been
magnified and is displayed on the right of the image. Superposed on the magnified
view are red whiskers that give an indication of the value of the connectivity
parameter in each pixel. A larger connectivity is indicated by a longer whisker. The
full results, which are in 3D, are limited by the 2D representation in the image, and

demonstrate a strong resemblance to the known anatomy in this area. Region 1 in this
figure is of a patch of gray matter with low anisotropy, which is indicated by several
approximately equal whiskers pointing in different directions without a dominant
nerve fiber bundle. Region 2 represents the corpus callosum which is one of the

FIGURE 1. (A) The probability distribution of the connectivity parameter for the case of a single fiber.
The preferred connectivity to two neighboring pixels is demonstrated in addition to changes in the
distribution with a change in anisotropy. See text for further details. (B) The probability distribution of
the connectivity parameter for the case of two crossing fibers. The preferred connectivity to four
neighboring pixels is demonstrated in addition to changes in the distribution with a change in
anisotropy. See text for further details.

FIGURE 2. The connectivity parameter in a data set from the brain of a normal subject. The image on
the left is an anisotropy image of a coronal section of the brain. The image on the right is a
magnification of the region marked by the white square with superposed red whiskers indicating the
value of the connectivity parameter in each pixel. See text for further details.

largest and most anisotropic fiber bundles in the brain. The whiskers in this region are
very uniform and point in the dominant medio-lateral direction. Region 3 represents
the internal capsule, which is also a dense fiber bundle that extends in the superior-

inferior direction and is well represented by the whiskers. Region 4 contains many
crossing fibers, which are represented in the whisker plot as small crosses.

SUMMARY
We have implemented an enhanced model for estimation of the DT from MR data
of the brain using local connectivity information that better accords with the known
structure of white-matter. Standard DT models treat each pixel separately and do not
account for the fact that nerve fiber bundles in white matter of the brain can extend
over many pixels and relatively large distances in the brain. In addition to providing
diffusion tensor parameter estimation the calculation provides the probability that a
given pixel is connected to one of its nearest neighbors. These probabilities can be
used in further calculations to determine the probability of connectivity between
different brain regions, a result that is of great research and clinical interest. We
demonstrated preliminary results of this algorithm in both a small simulated data set
with known expected results, and in a real diffusion data set obtained in the brain of a
healthy volunteer, in which it demonstrated results that are in accord with the known
anatomy. Future work will use the local connectivity results to calculate the
probability that various regions in the brain are connected.
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